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Abstract. In April 2009, an international team of scientists published the peer-reviewed
paper, “Active Thermitic Material Discovered in Dust from the 9/11 World Trade Center
Catastrophe.” Harrit et al. isolate and investigate certain tiny red/gray chips and conclude
that the red layer belongs to a novel class of energetic materials that US laboratories have
been developing since the 1990’s. The federal agency responsible for the supposed
investigation of the collapsed towers helped to develop this type of material and refused
to look for evidence of it in the rubble. According to Harrit et al., the red layer of the
chips is basically nano-thermite embedded in a resin that is most likely also energetic,
and the results is an energetic nano-composite known as “super-thermite.” We emphasize
that Dr. Harrit is an expert in nano-chemistry and that the unusually strict review process
has resulted in a solid paper that leads to the conclusion that the chips are an “active
thermitic material.” The team proves that the chips contain grains of iron-oxide and that
they leave molten iron spheres in the residue following ignition at approximately
430°(C). One of the referees has stated in public that the paper is essentially flawless. We
cover the technical debate in five chapters and explain why Dr. Millette’s unpublished
report fails to provide a credible response. Your donation will pay for the completion of
Mark Basile´s independent replication of Harrit’s paper. Basile is an experienced
chemical engineer and his published paper will report more data than Harrit et al.,
including additional blind experiments by an independent lab. This new paper should
definitely confirm or refute Harrit’s unchallenged conclusion.

Editor’s note: This paper is an edited version of an article originally published by the Association for Nine
Eleven Truth Awareness. An earlier version of this paper (version 1.2) can be accessed at:
http://aneta.org/911experiments_com/WTCdust/study/index.htm. This version (1.3) omits a number of
hyperlinks originally included in version 1.2. Please visit the above link to access version 1.2, which
includes these omitted hyperlinks.
*
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Introduction. In April 2009, an international team of scientists published the peerreviewed paper, “Active Thermitic Material Discovered in Dust from the 9/11 World
Trade Center Catastrophe.”1 Harrit et al. focus on the remnants of only one of the
thermitic materials used to demolish the Twin Towers and WTC 7. The red layer of the
reported red/gray chips is a novel type of energetic material that US laboratories
developed in the years leading up the attacks in 2001. The paper does not report the
thermate that was most likely used along with the chips of “super-thermite,” or the
plethora of supporting evidence that awaits your attention: Plenty of witnesses, including
first-responders, have testified that explosions were seen and heard.2 The rubble of the
towers confirms their testimonies with the tell-tale signs of spent thermitic materials3—
including high-temperature sulfur corrosion4 and tons of molten metal. Several reports
mention the abundant molten iron-rich spheres in the dust, which are the trade-mark
residue of these materials.5 The air-pollution provides further evidence,6 and all this is
hardly a coincidence.
The US government agency that was supposed to investigate the collapses did not
follow the standard N.F.P.A. 921 19.4.8.2.6 investigative protocol 7 when it largely
ignored the evidence8 and refused to look for “exotic accelerants” in the rubble.9 This is
unscientific and also alarming since the agency helped to develop the reported material.10
The official account of 9/11 is a cover-up, and we need a proper independent
investigation. A lot of highly credentialed professionals have become aware of the
situation,11 but many remain in the dark as became evident at the 2011 NYC premiere of
the AE911Truth film, 9/11: Explosive Evidence - Experts Speak Out.12 According to
Talboo, “an individual who held a professional engineer’s license asked during the Q&A
session why he had never heard of AE911Truth,” and another architect “was found in
tears over the terrible implications of the evidence.”13
Dr. Harrit has a Chemistry PhD from the University of Copenhagen, where he
became a faculty member and currently conducts research at the prestigious NanoScience Center. The second author is Dr. Jeffrey Farrer, who has a PhD in Materials
Science and Engineering. Farrer is the TEM lab director at Brigham Young University,
where he has access to world-class equipment. The third author is Dr. Steven Jones, a
Professor Emeritus at BYU with a PhD in Physics. Dr. Jones has published over fifty
reviewed papers in some of the best journals, but he notes that the review process was
unusually tough for this paper, with “several pages of tough comments,” from the
reviewers. And according to Jones this “required of our team MONTHS of additional
experiments and studies.”14
The thorough peer-review is not surprising since one of the referees has publicly
identified himself as Dr. David L. Griscom,15 a chemical physics expert and a Fellow of
the American Association for the Advancement of Science. Griscom’s incredible 40 year
career includes Lunar dust research for NASA, managing research for DARPA, and more
than 30 years of working for the Naval Research Laboratory. Griscom has also been the
principal author of well over 100 reviewed papers, and has himself reviewed at least 600
papers. Harrit et al. thank Griscom in the acknowledgement section of the paper because
he had revealed his identity to them. Some people have tried to discredit Griscom’s
review because of that, but there is nothing unusual about thanking an identified reviewer
- some journals also allow the authors to suggest one reviewer.16 The same people have
tried to discredit Griscom’s review because he does not believe the official 9/11
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conspiracy theory, as the 911blogger known as “Sitting-Bull” has noted: “Some
‘Debunkers’ already claim that he was chosen because he was a ‘truther’. That’s totally
bogus.” Sitting-Bull adds that Griscom “did not play a vocal or any role in the 9/11 truth
movement prior to 2007/2008,” and that “Bentham surely did not find his rare blog
entries on the issue for selecting him.” Sitting-Bull emphasizes that Bentham must have
researched “their database for valuable scientific referees in the field of research with
good experience,” and that Griscom would have been an obvious choice given his
reputation.17
The “debunkers” also conveniently forget to mention that there was also another
reviewer who remained anonymous, as noted by one of the authors, Gregg Roberts.
Roberts states that the other reviewer “provided a much less rigorous review than did
Griscom,” and that this referee also approved of the paper “if the review points were dealt
with adequately.”18 Those “months of further experiments” really paid off because
Griscom states that he had “absolutely nothing to criticize in the final version of the
Harrit et al. paper!”19 This statement resulted in Joseph Nobles’s proverbial failure at
manifesting a salient retort: “And yet Griscom says that he couldn’t find anything to
criticize about the ATM paper! 12 notes of suggestions he has that makes Harrit, et al.
sweat and strain to meet (according to Jones), but none of these are criticisms?”20 The
level of Nobles´s reading comprehension is embarrassing, but unfortunately it is typical
for the so-called “debunking sites,” such as his ae911truth.info. What Griscom actually
said is that he “found absolutely nothing to criticize in the final version of the Harrit et
al. paper!” You know, the final version they produced after they made the changes based
on the review!
The journal editor-in-chief caved in to political pressure and resigned after the
paper had been published, without actually criticizing the content of the paper.21 The
“debunkers” began their smear-campaign against the journal even before the paper got
published, so the resignation has been seen as an opportunity to slander the journal, the
paper and its authors. The campaign forced another editor to resign 22 and effectively
killed the journal for a whole year, but it started to recover after that. These “debunkers”
have also attempted to ruin the reputation of the whole family of (over 150) Bentham
Open journals because one of those journals published a hoax-paper according to them,
and that is supposed to discredit by association the journal that published Harrit’s paper.
But the “debunkers” only discredit themselves, because although one of those
journals tried to discover the identity of the hoaxers by sending them a letter stating that it
would publish the paper if they would just “fill and sign the attached fee form,” there
never was any intention to publish.23 Some “debunkers” still spread the false rumors
about these journals publishing hoax-papers and that Harrit’s paper is not reviewed. The
dullest specimens also resort to vile personal attacks, as is so perfectly exemplified by Pat
Curley from the site Screw Loose Change who calls Dr. Griscom a “sack of fecal matter”
and a “Troofer moron.”24 However, as one of Harrit’s co-authors so accurately noted, all
these diversionary claims and ad hominem arguments are “just a way to avoid dealing
with what the paper says.”25 The formal peer-review by Griscom and the other referee
was indeed valid and unusually tough, but it did not stop there according to Talboo:
Jones stated in the comments that “BYU scientists did a review of the paper” that led to
changes in the report. Jones previously revealed in comments on anther post that the
paper was “peer-reviewed by the Physics dept. chair at BYU...because two of the authors
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are from this dept.” Elsewhere he revealed that he was told by the chairman that the paper
“was sound scientific research and that he was now persuaded that
explosives/pyrotechnics were involved in the destruction of the World Trade Center on
9/11.”26

Part I: Super-Thermite vs Paint. Jim Hoffman, an accomplished scientist with an
extensive background in engineering and scientific visualization, describes Harrit’s
conclusion as “fully consistent with the observation that the Towers were subjected to
controlled demolitions.”27 Some people dismiss Harrit et al. because they have observed
that the steel frames of the Twin Towers were coated in red primer-paint, and they
believe that the chips studied in the paper are that primer-paint adhered to steel fragments
from the WTC.28 Even the authors agreed that the chips could be paint before they started
their research, but the paper documents comparative tests that changed their minds,
including tests conducted on samples of red WTC primer-paint (pictured below) from a
9/11 monument at Clarkson College in New York.29 According to Dr. Jones: “The paint
and the red/gray chips have a distinctly different appearance (see for example recent
photos by Jon Cole which confirm this fact30) and different behaviors in the MEK
solvent.” He states that “the red/gray chips (still wet with MEK) remained very hard, easy
to pick up with forceps without deforming.” Jones emphasizes that all the tested paint
chips, including the primer chips, “become very flexible and limp after soaking and still
wet with MEK,” concluding that “[t]here can be no mistaking the distinction, despite
what the JREFers say.”31

Harrit et al. report remnants of the highly tailorable pyrotechnic or explosive
material known as nano-thermite or super-thermite in the dust from the rubble of the
WTC buildings.32 Some have suggested that clean-up crews may have contaminated the
dust with thermite residues, but the authors rule out that possibility by noting that “one
sample was collected about ten minutes after the collapse of the second Tower.”33 The
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other donors collected their dust indoors and several blocks away from Ground-Zero, so
contamination is not an issue for any of the samples. All the dust contained the same kind
of chips, and the authors note that the “major dimensions” vary between “roughly 0.2 to 3
mm” for the whole chips, and that the thickness of each layer varies “from roughly 10 to
100 microns.”34 Most of the truly tiny bi-layered chips studied in the paper weigh less
than 0.7 mg, including the thermitic red layer and the inert gray layer.
The red layer of the chips contains all the required ingredients (40nm thick
aluminum flakes, carbon, 100nm grains of iron, and silicon), finely mixed according to a
recipe that reminds the authors of known sol gel formulations of “a highly energetic form
of thermite known as an energetic nanocomposite.” They note that this material is also
called “super-thermite,” and that it is typically “composed of aluminum and iron oxide
with at least one component being approximately 100 nm or less, often along with silicon
and carbon.” They cite a sol-gel paper by Gash et al. (2000), which explains that the
“metal-oxide nanoparticles react with metals or other fuels in very exothermic
reactions.”35 It goes on to note that the aluminum “fuel resides within the pores of the
solid matrix while the oxidizer comprises at least a portion of the skeletal matrix.” 36 It is
important to understand that this “skeletal matrix” is most likely an energetic resin-base
which modifies the properties of this “thermitic material,” and along with the nanotechnology, turns it into a novel pyrotechnic or explosive material that has little in
common with traditional thermite.
Harrit et al. show that the red material is a reasonable conductor of electricity
relative to paint, and that it survives 55 hours of MEK (methyl ethyl ketone) paint-solvent
soaking and recurrent agitation without softening or dissolving.37 But paint demonstrates
resistance that is several magnitudes higher than the red material, and does not tolerate
the same MEK soaking without disintegrating or at least becoming soft. This is expected
according to the solvents and thinners info page at artsparx.com, which informs any
would-be painters that MEK is “used to dissolve some of the more determined paint
problems” and warns them to “test before applying MEK on any object or surface as the
powerful solvent qualities of MEK can quickly damage or destroy the item.”38 The
composition is consistent with super-thermite and the exceptional paint-solvent tolerance
makes it is very unlikely that Harrit’s chips are any form of conventional paint. - See Part
III of this paper for more details.
The authors note that one advantage of super-thermite is the possibility to tailor
the ignition characteristics to fit different applications. They do not attempt to assert what
specific part the red material played in the demolition of the buildings, but they note that
those unique tuning properties can result in explosives, relatively silent cutter-charges, or
convenient “electronic matches” to ignite other charges.39 Harrit et al. do not know why
the layers are so thin or what the origin of the gray layer is, but they offer the following
speculation:
While the application of a thin film might have suited specific desired outcomes, it is also
possible that the quenching effect of the steel the material was in contact with may have
prevented a thin film of a larger mass from reacting. The fact that most of the chips have
a distinctive gray layer suggests that the unreacted material was in close contact with
something else, either its target, a container, or an adhesive. 40
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Fig. (13). Photomicrograph of Harrit’s MEK treated chip.

Although the reported identification of a thermitic composition is perhaps
conclusive by itself, some people may still remain skeptical. As Harrit et al put it: “If the
material does not react vigorously it may be argued that although ingredients of thermite
are present, the material may not really be thermitic.”41 They explain that nano-thermite
is in general more powerful than conventional thermite, and easier to ignite at much
lower temperatures. They note that although normal thermite is an incendiary, nanothermite is a potential explosive. Harrit et al. follow procedures established by the
developers of these sol-gel materials to confirm the "active thermitic material"
hypothesis: They ignite chips in a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) to confirm that
they are energetic, and analyze the ignition residues to confirm the thermite reaction.
The authors also know that the active red/gray chips are as powerful as one
known variant of super-thermite, because they compare the exothermic DSC curves to
the result in a paper on a sol-gel nano-thermite.42 The red/gray chips display DSC curves
that are as narrow or even narrower than the compared sample, despite the burden of an
inert gray layer (see fig. 29 below). According to Dr. Farrer:
[T]hat was really a turning point for the red/gray chips for me because we got a peak on
the calorimeter which shows that these red/gray chips were energetic. They were very
exothermic and the width of the peak was also significant; it showed the power that the
chips had. The significance of the calorimeter cannot be understated here: The
calorimeter can’t lie to you. If you get a sharp peak in the calorimeter, that material is
energetic. The degree of its energy is determined by the height of the peak and the power
at which it goes off is the width of the peak. 43

According to Harrit’s paper, the tested samples of paint displayed a completely different
behavior in the DSC. As Farrer states in the interview, “[y]ou may get a minor
exothermic peak but it is not energetic. It is a very smooth wide peak and it is certainly
not an energetic material.”44
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Fig. 29 in Harrit et al., labeled: “DSC trace of sample 1 (blue line) compared with DSC of xerogel
Fe2O3/UFG Al nanocomposite (from Tillotson et al. [28]). Both DSC traces show completion of reaction
at temperatures below 560ºC.”

This figure confuses Chris Mohr, one of the JREF “debunkers,” as he assumes
that Harrit’s samples cannot be super-thermite because the DSC curve is not identical to
this one particular Tillotson sample.45 But Mohr does not understand that this figure is
only meant to show that Harrit’s chips match the sharp DSC peak of a known superthermite. And as Farrer emphasized in the interview, paint does not even come close to
matching this performance. Mohr also does not understand that different compositions
and size-variations of the ingredients alter the ignition sensitivity, the ignition-point, the
energy density and the power of the product.46 Harrit’s chips are not the same variation as
Tillotsons’s sample, so they should not perform the same way.
The “debunker” known as Oystein claims that figure 29 is invalid because Harrit
et al. ignited their chips in air while Tillotson et al. ignited in inert gas.47 Although
Tillotson et al. may have used inert gas for that particular report, other such tests were
done in air for other reports that Harrit et al. cite, so the air-test method is valid.48 The
conclusion of the comparison also remains valid because the material that Tillotson tests
in that report contains very little organic material, so it does not need oxygen to work
properly. Traditional thermite does not need external oxygen to work, but we don´t know
if that holds true when the thermite is embedded in an organic material, as is the case
with Harrit´s chips. Oystein implies that the presence of air and an organic material
proves that there is no thermite reaction, only conventional air-combustion, but that is
total nonsense, as we shall see in part II about the signature molten spheres of reduced
iron.
Oystein also states that Harrit’s chips cannot be any type of thermite because they
release way more energy than traditional thermite,49 which tops out at 3.9 kJ/g, but Harrit
et al. cover this subject in the paper. According to them this fact “is striking,” but they
“suggest that the organic material in evidence in the red/gray chips is also highly
energetic, most likely producing gas to provide explosive pressure.”50 Their suggestion
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matches the available description of a sol-gel “super-thermite” that is mostly an energetic
skeletal matrix with embedded iron-oxide and aluminum (nano-thermite).51 The
dominating energetic matrix can have a much higher energy density, so the overall output
is not limited to the density of the embedded nano-thermite. Harrit´s chips produce as
little as 1.5 kJ/g if there is a large mass of the inert gray-layer present, and as much as 7.5
kJ/g if there is very little gray-layer present. Oystein still claims that the 7.5kJ/g energy
density does not make sense because of the inert gray layer, but he bases that on the false
assumption that the gray layer weights the same as the red one in every instance. This
leads Oystein to erroneously surmise that the red layer would actually have to release
way more than 7.5 kJ/g to compensate for the inflated estimate of the mass of the gray
layer. Harrit et al. also note that, “[a]s this test was done in air it is possible that some of
the enhancement of energy output may have come from air oxidation of the organic
component.”52 Oystein forgets that he has another article with a quote from one of the
developers of these energetic sol-gel materials (co-author of the paper cited in figure 29
above) confirming that burning the organic matrix in air will “greatly add to the energy
release.” 53 Although the Harrit et al. effectively rule out paint and confirm the presence
of a powerful energetic material, they still have to prove the “thermitic” part of the
“active thermitic material” hypothesis.
Part II: The Thermite Signature. The active red/gray chips also leave behind the
signature molten spheres of reduced iron after ignition. According to the authors, they
“are of particular interest in this study” since “none were observed in these particular
chips prior to DSC-heating.” They note that iron-rich spheres “already demonstrate the
occurrence of very high temperatures, well above the 700 ˚C temperature reached in the
DSC, in view of the high melting point of iron and iron oxide.”54 As noted by Harrit
elsewhere, the “paper is a set of data and the best hypothesis rationalizing the
observations.” He emphasizes that spheres of reduced iron “are observed after a thermite
reaction,” and that such “spheroids have never been observed unless there was a thermite
reaction.”55 And according to the authors, if any paint could do this, “it would be highly
dangerous when dry and most unlikely to receive regulatory approval for building use.”56
And quite predictably, Dr. Farrer explains in the interview that when they ignited
confirmed samples of paint in the DSC, they discovered that “paint would just burn up
and turn to ash. You may get a minor exothermic peak but it is not energetic. It is a very
smooth wide peak and it is certainly not an energetic material... There were no microspheres found.”57
Hoffman emphasizes that the paper analyzes and compares iron-rich spheres from
three different sources: the residue from ignited commercial thermite, the residue from
the ignited active red/gray chips, and spheres found in the dust from the rubble of the
WTC.58 As you can see, the chemical compositions are almost indistinguishable, or
“strikingly similar” as Harrit’s paper puts it. Note that Harrit et al. left the chips
“unwashed and uncoated unless otherwise specified,”59 and that no washing is specified
for the ignited chips, so the residues show some contaminants not contained within the
chips, such as titanium(Ti):
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Fig. 24: “Spheres formed during ignition of commercial thermite, with corresponding typical XEDS
spectrum.”

Fig. 25: “Spheres formed during ignition of red/gray chip in DSC, with corresponding typical XEDS
spectrum.”

Fig. 27 and 28: “Spheres extracted from WTC dust” and “XEDS spectrum from a sphere found in the
WTC dust.”

Even some of the most ardent supporters of the paint-hypothesis have admitted
that no-one has ever documented examples of paints leaving behind those molten
spheres:
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“[N]o, we have not found any paper dealing with the formation of ironrich microspheres during burning of any paint.” - Ivan Kminek60
“So how do I explain Fig 21 (high Fe, low O, post DSC), within my
framework? I can’t at this time...” - Oystein61
Harrit et al. state that they found iron spheres “with Fe:O ratios up to approximately 4:1,”
and that some “spheres were found in the post-DSC residue which contained iron along
with aluminum and oxygen.”62 The finding of aluminum-oxide in some spheres is
expected for thermite reactions since elemental aluminum fuels the reaction by grabbing
oxygen from the iron-oxide, but as Sitting-Bull has observed, “it’s not necessary to find
Al traces everywhere,”63 because the aluminum can reach its boiling-point and evaporate
as gas. Harrit et al. still found spheres with aluminum, but some nit-pickers complain that
the authors do not specify that it is in fact oxidized. Although some may claim that this
argument falsifies the thermite hypothesis, it is clearly a dead-end because conventional
combustion would also leave the aluminum oxidized, so how could it not be oxidized?
Also check-out the Al/Si peaks in figure 7 in the paper and compare to the above figures,
and notice that the aluminum is depleted relative to the silicon, so the two elements are
hardly bound as kaolin (as we cover in detail in Part IV). The independent researcher
Mark Basile has confirmed that there are no iron spheres present before ignition, and that
they are formed within the red layer upon ignition.64 However, numerous attempts have
been made to trivialize this fact.


Kminek states that, “[i]f Sunstealer is right, those shiny spheres with metallic
luster could be just molten iron oxides from [the gray layer of the chips],”65 but
Kminek agrees that there is no scientific explanation for how the DSC, at
700°(C), could have produced the spheres at less than half the required
temperature.66 Basile has also experimentally refuted Sunstealer’s hypothesis, as
noted above, but some people tend to forget about inconvenient “details” like that.



Dave Thomas has proclaimed that the notion of melting-point depression explains
the molten state of the spheres, because nano-sized particles can have a lower
melting-point. But this phenomenon only applies to particles that are much
smaller than the iron particles in the chips and the observed spheres, as a
commenter on Oystein’s blog has noted.67 Mr. Thomas has also made a video in
which he ignites steel wool to produce molten iron-oxide spheres, thinking they
are the same thing as the reduced iron spheres that Harrit et al. observe in their
paper.68 To his credit, Oystein exposes the experiment by noting false premises
such as the replacement of the 700°(C) DSC with a gas lighter capable of very
high temperatures, and the production of the wrong kind of molten (iron-oxide)
spheres.69 Thomas also manipulates the experiment by blowing air into the wool,
simulating a blast furnace, and combined these three errors constitute a scientific
blunder. Ironically, Mr. Thomas is quite the charlatan even though he is a member
of The Committee for Skeptical Inquiry (CSI), whose mission is to “promote
scientific inquiry, critical investigation, and the use of reason in examining
controversial and extraordinary claims.”
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Most “debunkers” have failed to understand that the reduced iron spheres are the
signature product of thermite, while they are the polar opposite to the iron-oxide
spheres that conventional combustion would lead to at very high temperatures.
Conventional combustion does not lead to reduced iron, but given very
specialized circumstances, a 2000°(C) blast-furnace can actually reduce ironoxide into an intermediate product called pig-iron. Although it is true that lowtemperature methods exist that can reduce iron-oxide, these methods do not help
the “debunkers” since they will obviously not provide molten iron. A 1100°(C)
bloomery-furnace can for example produce an intermediary product that is similar
to pig-iron, but it is not molten iron.70 And given the required special conditions
that have nothing in common with the red/gray chips igniting at about 415°(C) in
a DSC that tops out at 700°(C), none of these options have any relevance.



Chris Mohr likes to peddle an incredible story involving hurricane winds
producing the spheres found in the dust collected at the WTC, but skeptics have
refuted that fairy-tale.71 Even Oystein admits it, stating that, to some extent they
“made up” a “vivid story,”72 and in another comment he says, “on the science and
the details, their story... is almost certainly nonsense.”73 Mohr also fails to
understand that even if it were not nonsense, the hurricane theory would not
explain why the red/gray chips produce those same spheres in a DSC. The molten
spheres in Harrit’s dust samples and the residue of the ignited chips are obviously
not the result of steel-cutting clean-up operations at the WTC, because the dust
had been collected before those operations started74 and the chips also make new
spheres upon ignition - and the steel-cutting torches produce iron-oxide spheres
anyway. ScootleRoyale’s excellent September 2011 article points out that the iron
spheres are not fly-ash from WTC concrete, because no one has confirmed the
presence of fly-ash in that concrete - and in fact Steven Jones notes that they did
not find any spheres when they crushed samples of WTC concrete in one of their
experiments. The article also points out that the composition and morphology of
fly-ash is not consistent with the reported spheres, and notes the presence of some
peculiar spheres that are also in the dust.75 Note that sulfur is present in some of
the spheres, indicating that thermate was most likely used along with the superthermite as well.76

The only remaining explanation for those molten iron spheres after chip-ignition at
about 415°(C) in a DSC that maxed out at 700°(C), is thermitic activity. Dr
Jones notes that Oystein has admitted to him that, “I don't know why you found this or
that kind of spheres in the residue.” In response, Jones states that: “We explain in our
paper how these experimental observations provide evidence for the thermite reaction.
Thanks for this admission--and note that the presence of iron-rich spheres in the residue
has been verified by Mark Basile in his studies of the red-gray chips.”77
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Fig. (20). “Photomicrographs of residues from red/gray chips ignited in the DSC. Notice the shiny-metallic
spheres and also the translucent spheres. Each blue scale-marker represents 50 microns.”

Part III: Dr. Millette’s failure. Harrit et al. state that, “To merit consideration, any
assertion that a prosaic substance such as paint could match the characteristics we have
described would have to be accompanied by empirical demonstration using a sample of
the proposed material, including SEM/XEDS and DSC analyses.”78 No one has been able
to do that, but Chris Mohr from the controversial JREF-911forum claims that they have
funded an independent scientist to publish a study that will replicate the paper, and meet
the challenge for a prosaic substance. James R. Millette, Ph.D., of MVA Scientific
Consultants, published a preliminary report in March 2012, that is supposed to refute the
findings of the 2009 paper. It concludes that “[t]he red/gray chips found in the WTC dust
at four sites in New York City are consistent with a carbon steel coated with an epoxy
resin that contains primarily iron oxide and kaolin clay pigments.”79 In other words,
Millette claims that the chips are a prosaic substance in the form of paint adhered to
fragments of steel.
Unfortunately, none of Mohr’s claims about the new study and its author stand up
to scrutiny. The EPA commissioned the official WTC dust studies that ignored the NFPA
921 protocol to look for exotic accelerants,80 and white-washed the toxic nature of the
dust.81 Kevin Ryan points out that Millette participated in several of those reports,82
including the official dust characterization paper that ignores the “prominent and
unusual” molten spheres.83 Dr. Millette is therefore not exactly independent and
impartial, but Ryan notes that Millette still accepts the role of an independent scientist
and only charges Mohr for a fraction of the cost. According to Ryan, a veteran EPA
whistle-blower has charged Millette and his colleagues in two Rutgers studies with fraud,
because they neutralized the pH levels of their WTC dust samples before testing. In
Ryan’s reference (#7), Cate Jenkins also warns that other EPA funded WTC dust-studies
“may be erroneous or falsified, due to the probable use of the same fraudulent preneutralization analytical techniques employed [by Millette et al] in the EPA-funded
Rutgers team studies...”84 The opening statement of the whistle-blower’s complaint puts
everything into perspective:
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This is a request for an investigation by the Senate Subcommittee on Superfund and
Environmental Health into the falsification of pH corrosivity data for World Trade Center
dust. This corrosivity is attributed to be one of the causative agents in current respiratory
disabilities and/or deaths of first responders, recovery workers, laborers, residents, and
office workers.85

Mohr has responded to Ryan’s article, calling it an unfair ad hominem attack
against himself and Millette. Mohr believes that Millette did in fact report the molten iron
spheres, because he does mention unmolten iron in that EPA report. Incredibly, Mohr
also states that he cannot “figure out” how Ryan connects Millette to those charges of
fraud, that Jenkins has given Millette’s company positive comments in another document,
and that we should not trust Jenkins anyway. 86 Apparently, Mohr spent some time trying
to dig up dirt to discredit Jenkins, and wound up with some old negative comments by a
judge presiding over another whistle-blowing trial involving Jenkins. But Mohr fails to
mention that Jenkins ended up invalidating those comments by eventually winning that
particular case against the EPA, vindicating her claims regarding the dust at Ground
Zero.87 Chris Mohr, a Skeptic Magazine contributor,88 also fails to figure out how his
absurd comments have weakened his credibility. As for Millette, he ignores again the
molten spheres in his new preliminary report, and makes no attempt to actually meet the
challenge for a prosaic substance via replication of the ignition results with paint. His
unpublished report fails to deliver a credible response to Harrit et al. in several other
ways:


According to Millette, his chips are primer paint from the WTC, but he has not
matched them to any primer paint that was specified for the Towers. NIST studied
the Tnemec primer-paint that coated the steel frames of the Twin Towers, but
Harrit rules Tnemec out in a paper dedicated to this issue in particular.89 Harrit
notes that Tnemec displays “strong signals” for zinc, chromium and magnesium,
while their red/gray chips lack signals from those elements “in intensities
significantly above the baseline noise.” Coincidentally, Millette agrees in his
preliminary report and also eliminates Tnemec as the source for the chips because
“none of the 177 different [Tnemec] coatings are a match for the red layer coating
found in this study.”90 Harrit adds that another reason to rule out Tnemec is the
fact that it does not ignite given the same temperature as their chips: “Notice, that
the primer paint – being basically a ceramic material – is chemically stable at
temperatures up to 800 C.”91



Millette’s sponsors have responded by noting that another type of primer-paint,
called LaClede Standard Primer, may have coated the steel floor-trusses of the
Twin Towers.92 But as Sitting-Bull observes, this theory is seriously flawed
because Oystein bases his computer generated spectra for LaClede on his own
assumptions about the paint composition and the cured product, not an actual
sample.93 And LaClede has proven to be another dead-end anyway, because even
this ASSUMED chemical composition is not consistent with the chips either, no
matter how promising it initially may have seemed.94 Although LaClede does
have many of the same ingredients as Harrit’s chips, the quantities do not match
so the composition does not match. And ironically, Farrer’s unpublished TEM
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analysis shows tiny amounts of strontium and chromium in Harrit’s chips, but
Millette’s TEM analysis fails to identify those two LaClede ingredients in his
chips.95 Chris Mohr and Oystein have already acknowledged this problem,96 as
Mohr so succintly put it: “It was clear to me that [Millette] looked and he did not
find it. I wouldn’t bet my nuts on it being LaClede.”97 Finally, if these gentlemen
ever find confirmed samples of LaClede for comparative testing, we predict that
they would discover that this paint does not remain hard after soaking for more
than fifty hours in a paint-solvent, and that it would also fail to match Harrit’s
chips in the ignition tests.


Before Millette even started his research, one of Harrit´s co-authors directly
warned Chris Mohr that they would have to be careful about choosing the right
chips. Mohr states that “when Kevin Ryan was still talking to me, he said that he
has in his possession both red-grey paint chips and red-grey thermitic chips.”
Mohr goes on to say that Ryan specifically told him that “they are not the same.”
According to Mohr, Ryan also emphasized “that they look different to the eye, but
more importantly, that the thermitic chips have an exothermic quality that the
paint chips don't.”98 For some reason Dr. Millette has not been careful about his
selection of chips for study, despite Ryan’s clear warning through Mohr. Having
read Millette’s preliminary report, Dr. Jones stated that:
James Millette did NOT do DSC analyses at all for his report MVA9119. What a shame,
really...When Dr. Farrer burned epoxy paint in the DSC, it gave a very broad thermal
trace, NOT at all like the spiked exothermic DSC peak in our Fig 19. This is one of the
many tests he did to check things. Also, we checked the electrical resistivity of several
paints – consistently orders of magnitude higher than that of the red material. We
reported the resistivity of the red material in our paper, page 27 in the Journal. Millette
did not report any electrical resistivity measurements. This measurement is rather easy to
do so I was surprised when he failed to do this straightforward test. There is a lot of red
material of various types in the WTC dust, so one must be careful to make sure it is
the same as what we studied, and not some other material. 99 [emphasis added]



Dr. Millette also chose to analyze samples that soften when soaked in organic
solvents, even though Harrit et al. clearly state that with their chips, “a hard
silicon-rich matrix remained after this procedure.”100 Given the fact that Ryan
warned Mohr about the presence of different kinds of chips in the dust, Millette’s
conduct seems sloppy at best. Jones emphasizes that “the red material swells but
remains hard under forceps after soaking for many hours.” Dr. Jones also notes
that Millette’s TEM analysis shows that his samples contain titanium but no lead,
while Harrit et al. have unpublished TEM analysis demonstrating that their chips
have traces of lead but no titanium. His conclusion: “More and more, it appears
that Millette was simply not looking at the same material that we studied.”101



According to Harrit et al., when they heated paint samples as well as the thermitic
red chips with an oxy-acetylene torch, the paint samples “immediately reduced to
fragile ashes” while the active red/gray chips ignited and “the high-speed ejection
of a hot particle was observed under the hand of the person holding the torch.”
The authors go on to state that “[t]he intense light and bright orange color of the
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particle attest to its high temperature,” and that “the formation of iron-rich semispherical shapes shows that the residue had been melted, enabling surface tension
of the liquid to pull it into spherical shapes.”102 Basile agrees in a radio-interview
and states that when the active red/gray chips ignite, “they burn, there’s a white
flame that goes on, on the inside of the chip - you can actually see the light
coming through the chip as it's consumed... There is [sic] iron droplets and there
is actually iron films that get produced all through the remaining matrix once the
chemical reaction has occurred.”103


Mark Basile’s ignition experiments reveal why Millette avoids the ignition test: If
Millette is investigating the same chips as Harrit and Basile, the ignition result
would reveal the molten iron spheres and most likely Millette’s inability to
explain them without confirming the “active thermitic material” hypothesis. And
if Millette is in fact studying the wrong chips as we suspect, the ignition test
would also reveal that fact by exposing the inactive chips, and invalidate
Millette’s paper. Another way of spotting Millette’s transparent failure to address
Harrit’s challenge for a “prosaic substance,” is realizing that if paint could
actually replicate the active chip ignition results, Millette could refute Harrit’s
paper with a simple demonstration of some known type of paint igniting with a
flash and leaving molten iron spheres. As one commenter on a forum asked, “Do
you think Millette et al. can swing a few bucks for an oxyacetylene torch, a
graphite block, and a pair of tweezers?”104 Similarly, John-Michael has stated,
“Of course ‘debunkers’ could easily prove the paper wrong, in part, by simply
getting an oxy-acetylene torch and burning up some primer paints.”105 They have
not carried out any such experiments, but Mark Basile has tested three samples of
confirmed paints, including a sample of WTC primer-paint: Basile heated all
samples beyond the ignition point of the active red/gray chips, but none of them
even ignited - so obviously the paint chips are hardly capable of leaving molten
metal spheres of any kind.106



Talboo notes that another independent researcher, Frédéric Henry-Couannier, has
indicated that it is also possible to find the right chips (or remnants of them) in
inactive or partially reacted form.107 The only chips this researcher had for the
ignition test may have been inactive. As Henry-Couannier himself states: “So,
maybe, the red-red chips are just fragments originating from red-grey chips that
already reacted at the WTC and for this reason cannot react anymore.”108 HenryCouannier did not resolve this problem or publish his study, which is a pity
because he confirms in his preliminary report that the composition of the red/gray
chips is consistent with a thermitic material.109



Harrit et al. also mention another version of the chips in the dust, in very thin,
stacked, multilayer structures, in addition to the chips examined in the paper.
According to Jones, later unpublished analysis confirmed that these chips have the
same red and gray layers as the standard bi-layered chips, along with different
layers. He states that “thus we are confident this is the same material -- but in
MULTI-LAYER form and with another layer, light-gray as explained in our
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paper.”110 When a blogger discovered a patent in July 2012, described as looking
“like the manual for what was found in the WTC dust,”111 Dr. Steven Jones stated
that:
It is difficult to see how a ‘paint’ applied to steel could result in such multiple-layered
chips as we observed in the WTC dust. Have debunkers even attempted to account for the
multiple-layered chips which we reported finding in the WTC dust? Any other study of
the red-gray chips which fails to replicate our finding of multiple-layered red-gray chips
is seen to be INCOMPLETE at best.112

And having read Millette’s report, Jones reminds Oystein that “Millette does not
mention them.”113


The red layer of Millette’s chips is not the only mismatch to the bi-layered chips
reported by Harrit et al., because the gray layer does not match either. Oystein has
acknowledged this problem in an article, although he does note that one of
Millette’s samples may have a similar gray layer. According to Oystein, Millette’s
gray layers are “different steels on account of their Al-content and probably too
high carbon content.”114 Oystein seems to think that all the chips have an oxidized
gray layer like Harrit’s chips, but Millette disagrees and characterizes the gray
layer as “consistent with a carbon steel.”115 One of Harrit’s co-authors, Dr. Frank
Legge, has also noticed this problem and stated that the gray side of their samples
“is not metal but is an oxide.” According to Legge this is another invalidation of
Millette’s report, stating there is “[n]o point in looking further.”116



Kevin Ryan has also concluded that Millette’s supposed refutation of their paper
may have been invalid from the start, because Millette is most likely not testing
the same material: “Steel primer paints must be resistant to fire and withstand
temperatures well over 700 C, so we know that the diversionary claims about
primer paint are not true... Millettte’s samples “ashed” at or below 400 C and
therefore are not only not red/gray chips (which ignite at 430 C and form spheres
identical to those from thermitic reactions) but are also not primer paint from the
WTC. But he pretty much admits that.”117

Fig. (31). Photomicrograph of a red/gray chip found in sample 3, showing multiple layers and an unusual
light-gray layer between the red layers.
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Part IV: The Elemental Aluminum. So, how does Dr. Millette justify the lack of
replication? He essentially states that further testing is unnecessary because there is “no
evidence of individual elemental aluminum particles of any size in the red/gray chips,
therefore the red layer of the red/gray chips is not thermite or nano-thermite.”118 Millette
claims that the plates of silicon and aluminum inside the chips are kaolin, which is a clay
material that happens to be a common ingredient in paints. But as we have previously
noted, Millette is probably not studying the same material as Harrit et al. - and in this
case Millette may have found kaolin because he is focusing on the paint chips also
present in the dust, despite Kevin Ryan´s specific warning (see part III). Kaolin plates
may look very similar to coated aluminum platelets, but Millette finds kaolin plates as
thin as 6 nm while Harrit et al. report consistent platelets “approximately 40 nm thick.”119
Millette and his sponsors should have known that they could expect to find the aluminum
in the correct chips hidden inside a protective coating based on silicon. They have failed
to read the excellent references that Harrit et al. cite, including one which explains that
the coating is “essential to protect aluminum nanopowder” and that it “leads to better
dispersion... and more uniform mixing.”120 The protective layer not only promotes
efficiency, it also prevents air-oxidation and humidity from deactivating the elemental
aluminum, which explains how the chips could remain active for so many years.
Harrit et al. agree that their chips contain aluminum and silicon together in the
same space, but how do they determine whether or not the two chemicals are separate or
chemically bound together as kaolin? As we note in Part II, when you compare the
signals for Al/Si before and after ignition, you see that the peaks no longer have the same
ratio after ignition and that the aluminum is relatively depleted, which is not consistent
with a compound. And the team discovered that MEK paint-solvent induces swelling in
their chips that segregates the silicon from the aluminum, which proves that they are not
chemically bound together, so the plates in their chips are not kaolin. This is confirmed
with chemical analysis and clear visual representations, but the "debunkers" ignore this
important result. They claim that the main chips studied (chips “a to d” depicted in fig.7)
are LaClede primer-paint that contains kaolin, and that the MEK chip is another type of
paint (Tnemec) that does not have kaolin.
Adam Taylor notes in his March 2011 article121 that the source for this MEK
hand-wave is Sunstealer’s March 2011 post where he announces that the XEDS spectrum
for the MEK chip (fig.14) looks very similar to the spectrum for Tnemec primer-paint.122
But as Taylor explains, the XEDS spectrum for the MEK chip represents the unwashed
and contaminated surface, while the spectra for the other chips represent clean surfaces.
The contaminants happen to make the unwashed MEK chip look like Tnemec, but
Sunstealer’s rationale is essentially pretending that there is no contamination.
ScootleRoyale’s excellent March 2012 article also demolishes Sunstealer’s premise for
this theory, because the unwashed surface of all the studied chips had a spectrum similar
to the unwashed MEK chip according to one of the authors of the study, including the
chips featured in the paper (in figure 7). ScootleRoyale also demonstrates to Oystein how
untenable the MEK hand-wave is by noting the fact that the MEK solvent does not
dissolve or soften the chip, unlike confirmed Tnemec chips: “The reason Harrit et al.
soaked a chip in MEK was to compare the result to Tnemec primer!”123
Talboo and Weathers also demonstrate in their May 2011 article that Sunstealer’s
MEK Hand-wave is an obvious failure because there is no elemental aluminum in
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Tnemec, only aluminum bound to calcium.124 Tnemec also contains zinc, but the MEK
chip only has Zn and Ca as surface contaminants which disappear after the wash in the
MEK. Talboo and Weathers respond to Oystein’s objections to Taylor’s article, including
his claim that Harrit et al. simply could not register Zn and Ca with their equipment
settings for the recorded spectra after the MEK soak. Unfortunately for Oystein, his
fellow JREFer has debunked his claim and confirmed that Harrit’s equipment would have
registered the Zn and the Ca. Talboo and Weathers also note that Dr. Farrer debunks
Oystein’s claim that they mislabeled Zn as sodium (Na). According to Farrer, the sodium
“peak that is found in fig 18 was confirmed by the absence of the Zn k-alpha peak at
8.637keV (and yes, the same exact spot was analyzed at a beam energy of 20kV and the
Zn k-alpha peak is still not present).” Farrer goes on to say that “while it is true that the
Na k-alpha peak (1.04keV) overlaps the Zn L-alpha (1.012keV), it is pretty simple to
confirm which element is present.”125
After soaking the MEK chip, Harrit et al. focus on an area with a lot of aluminum
to figure out if there is elemental aluminum present. They confirm the presence of
elemental aluminum with the XEDS spectrum in figure 17, stating that “a conventional
quantification routine” demonstrates “that the aluminum significantly exceeded the
oxygen present (approximately a 3:1 ratio).”126 Figure 17 also demonstrates that the postsoaking MEK chip has a very strong aluminum signal without any Ca or Si present for
bonding, so the MEK chip cannot be Tnemec or LaClede, and the conclusion of
elemental aluminum is inescapable. Dr. Jones’ message to Oystein is as follows:
Look, Oystein, why don’t you put a sample of Tnemec primer in MEK and soak it, and
see whether it becomes limp (as I say) or remains very hard under forceps? Do debunkers
ever do experiments? I say, do the experiment and let us know what you find!
Experiments are much more convincing in science than hand-waving arguments.127

Denis Rancourt has suggested that the XEDS sample-holder provides the
aluminum signal,128 but Harrit notes that their control experiments prove that “the
electron beam couldn’t even penetrate the carbon conductive tab used as substratum...” In
other words, “the Al/Mg scaffold was never hit in any of the spectral recordings
published in the article.” Harrit also mentions that they have unpublished TEM analysis
where “the samples were mounted on a copper holder and these measurements also
confirm the presence of aluminum.”129 According to Dr. Jones, their unpublished analysis
via TEM and XRD is consistent with their previous (MEK test) conclusion of ruling out
kaolin, but he notes that the new tests have not resulted in conclusive identification of
pure aluminum. According to Jones, the aluminum might be in an amorphous form that is
difficult to detect.130
Basile plans to introduce one new test method (ESCA small spot technique with
argon ion sputter) to directly establish the presence of unbound aluminum. Basile also
plans to confirm aluminum by having an independent laboratory repeat the ignition tests,
in air and inert atmosphere.131 He notes in a December 2012 interview (at 37m.55s.) that
the chips will most likely also ignite in an inert atmosphere, and that even if they do not,
this test will still reveal any elemental aluminum since it will melt and leave a signature
endothermic peak at a certain temperature.132 ScootleRoyale notes in his March 2012
article that that two of Harrit’s air-ignited samples have an endothermic peak around the
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660 degree(C) melting point of aluminum, which is another strong indication of
elemental aluminum.
Notice how two of the traces go into the negative at around 620-670 degrees celsius. A
small endothermic peak in this temperature range is characteristic of aluminium melting.
This suggests that even after the reaction, there was still some elemental aluminium left
over in those chips, which then melted.133

The fact that the chips actually work when ignited is also a very strong indication of
elemental aluminum, according to one of Harrit’s co-authors, Dr. Frank Legge. Dr. Legge
has stated that:
The existence of elemental aluminium in the red chips is proven by the formation of the
microspheres in the DSC, largely iron. What else can start to rip the oxygen out of iron
oxide at below 400 deg C, then have a runaway temperature increase at least to the
melting point of iron? Those who dispute this on the grounds that oxygen was present,
and that the energy came from the combustion of organic material, must provide an
explanation for why such special conditions are required in a blast furnace to produce
iron. The idea that you could heat a little kaolin and coke and iron oxide to a mere 400
deg C and see it suddenly run away and produce molten iron is clearly a fantasy.
http://www.thepotteries.org/shelton/blast_furnace.htm134

Part V: The FTIR Data. The final problem with Millette’s paint-hypothesis is that even
if he could prove that he has the correct red/gray chips and that they contain paint-epoxy,
that would not rule out thermitic materials. Sunstealer reports a paper that investigates
thermitic materials diluted with standard epoxy (up to 50% by weight epoxy and 80% by
volume), so there is actually such a thing as functional nano-thermite embedded in a
conventional epoxy matrix.135 This reference certainly refutes Millette’s contention that
finding normal epoxy mixed in with the chips would rule out the “active thermitic
material” hypothesis. Millette’s promoters insist that the report’s red/gray chip FTIR
spectrum confirms their paint hypothesis, but they keep reaching premature conclusions
due to lack of research. In a comment on Oystein’s blog, Kminek lists the salient points
of Millette’s FTIR data, but although Kminek finds the data to be consistent with paint,
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he also notes that “[t]his is of course not really conclusive finding…”136 Zugam agrees
that the spectrum is not conclusive, reminding Kminek that it is possible to find thermite
embedded in conventional epoxy, so the identification of an epoxy spectrum would not
necessarily resolve anything. Zugam also points out that the proposed match to Millette´s
chosen representative epoxy spectrum is not that good, and suggests that the sol-gel
matrix might leave a similar spectrum in cases where a high organic content is retained
after processing.137
Oystein and Kminek propose that the chips are most likely LaClede primer paint,
which is an aromatic epoxy resin with an amine curing agent according to Kminek.138 But
Zugam points out that unfortunately for them, Millette compares his chips to an epoxy
spectrum that does not represent an aromatic epoxy. In response, Zugam complains that
“Milette should have chosen FTIR for [the] primer paints in question.” He goes on to say
that Millette’s revised report “should include FTIR for LaClede since that is the only
paint option left, even though his paper so far kind of rules it out...” Zugam then points
out that a good report should also demonstrate and compare the spectra for known sol-gel
super-thermites that have an organic matrix.139 Since energetic nano-composites are
available fully organic and in hybrid metallic variations with a substantial organic matrix,
no competent researcher could evaluate the FTIR data without noting those hybrid forms
of superthermite.140 Millette’s data are ultimately flawed due to the poor match to a
spectrum that does not represent the correct epoxy-paint, and the lack of data to represent
the hybrid varieties of superthermite - so this portion of Millette´s paper is inconclusive,
at best. And as we have noted, Millette’s preliminary report is perhaps invalid and
irrelevant because the data may not represent the correct red/gray chips.

In a February 2008 presentation (6m.20s.), Steven Jones states that Kevin Ryan’s
FTIR analysis rules out paint.141 Although the 2009 Harrit et al. report does not include
the FTIR data, the authors note that a 2002 report by Gash et al. has documented the
FTIR spectrum for a similar type of a super-thermite with a skeletal matrix. Harrit et al.
then state that they have done the same analysis and that they “will report the results
elsewhere.”142 Zugam has written an article about this subject that further refutes
Millette’s data with the following comment: “Unfortunately, Harrit et al. have not
published their FTIR report, but one member of the team has provided a little teaser: The
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snapshot of his FTIR spectrum in this video (at 9m.25s.) demonstrates that their result is
consistent with the fluorine-infused super-thermite in the Gash report.”143 The article
notes that Harrit explains in an interview that the XEDS analysis performed for their
paper cannot detect the fluorine signal because it hides behind the signal for iron. Ryan’s
FTIR spectrum is the thin one in the background behind the two bold spectras in the
graph below:

Most people notice right away that Millette’s FTIR spectrum is not consistent
with Ryan’s spectrum, which may spell “the end” for the credibility of Millette’s report,
since this is another clear indication that he is not studying the right chips. Basile’s
investigation should resolve this issue once and for all, because he knows how to isolate
the right chips and his paper will also include FTIR data. According to Mattos et al.
(2009), in general we establish the presence of the carbon-fluorine groups by detecting
the “intense absorptions” within the range of 1397 – 1074 cm-1.144 Ryan compares his
FTIR spectrum to an example from Gash et al. (2002), which is the same FTIR report that
Harrit et al. mention in the paper. In this report, Gash et al. state that, “[t]here are clear
strong vibrational bands at 883 cm-', 1205 cm-I, and 1398 cm-' in the spectra of both
materials (note asterisks in Figure 2). This is plain evidence that the synthetic process
described above has resulted in a sol-gel Fe2O3 material that contains Viton.”145 Mattos
et al. also mention a characteristic band at 890 cm-1, and Ryan’s spectrum does have a
band in that approximate location as well.
Keep in mind that Ryan is not attempting to establish that he has exactly the same
material as Gash et al.; instead he is attempting to confirm the common fluorine
ingredient. Kevin Ryan’s video does not go into any details, but judging by the
description of sample “JM12,” it is one of the chips with the multiple, stacked layers. To
be fair, we must note that Ryan does not specifically state that this spectrum represents
the typical red layer in Harrit’s paper, so one could speculate that this spectrum actually
represents some other layer or “the light white coating.” Ryan’s unpublished data
therefore does not conclusively identify a fluorine compound in the red layer, even
though it may confirm such a compound in or on some layer. Ryan’s video demonstrates
his own home-made version of the active red layer, which is based on the sol-gel method
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to make a nanothermite embedded in a Viton infused matrix. The result is a material that
is very similar to the red layer of the red/gray chips, as you can see in Ryan’s 26 picture
slide show.146 Half of the images show his nano-thermite after ignition while the other
half demonstrates remnants of ignited red/gray chips extracted from WTC dust samples.
Notice that both examples leave molten spheres, and both retain some red coloration
because there is still some unreacted iron-oxide present. Can you tell which ones are
which?

Discussion. The 2009 super-thermite paper by Harrit et al. is based on extensive research
by highly experienced experts with impressive credentials. We report in our introduction
that the paper survived an unusually strict peer-review that led to “months of further
experiments.” This process included a formal review by two referees working for the
publisher, and an informal internal review by the university that employs two of the
authors. We also introduce the reader to the desperate tactics the "debunkers" have relied
on to slander the publisher, the paper, the authors and even one of the referees. And in the
end we demonstrate that these people have resorted to this behavior because they cannot
refute the actual evidence that Harrit et al. present in the paper.
The chip-composition alone could perhaps prove the “active thermitic material”
hypothesis, but the sharp exothermic DSC ignition peaks and the expected molten iron
spheres are the compelling evidence that leads to the inescapable conclusion. Harrit et al.
directly challenge skeptics to publish a paper that demonstrates another type of material
that matches their observations, but so far no-one has documented any "prosaic
substance" that can replicate the ignition results. Numerous self-proclaimed “debunkers”
have attempted to discredit Harrit’s conclusion with authoritative statements and gossip
on internet forums, but we have shown that those unpublished exercises in hand-waving
tactics have no validity in the real-world. Most of these people fail to understand the
significance of the fact that the molten iron spheres are not iron-oxide and therefore not
the result of conventional combustion. The active red/gray chip start out with grains of
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Fe2O3, but they actually end up post-ignition with Fe:O ratios of up to 4:1 in the molten
spheres.
Chris Mohr hired Dr. Millette to replicate and refute Harrit et al., but Millette
does not even attempt to address the ignition result in his unpublished 2012 preliminary
report. And Millette’s sponsors have admitted that no-one has even heard of a paint
capable of producing molten iron spheres of any kind, let alone molten spheres of
reduced iron; Dr. Harrit’s conclusion therefore remains unchallenged, and the fact that
Basile has independently verified those signature iron-rich spheres makes it very
convincing. Dr. Jones, Dr. Legge and Kevin Ryan have commented on Millette’s
supposed challenge to their 2009 paper, and pointed out that Millette’s report most likely
suffers from another major flaw that completely invalidates it: Millette is probably not
even studying the correct red/gray chips, despite Ryan´s clear early warning to Mohr
about the presence of other kinds of red/gray chips in the dust. Millette knew from the
start that the dust contains mundane red/gray paint chips as well as the suspected red/gray
nano-thermite chips; yet he chose to ignore several tests that Harrit et al. use to
characterize the correct chips, and to study chips that soften in paint solvent. We suspect
that Dr. Millette is refusing to replicate the ignition testing because he is aware of his
mistake, and that this testing would expose his inactive and incorrect chips.
Dr. Millette will have to address these issues if he wants a peer-reviewed journal
to actually publish a study that could even begin to refute Harrit et al., but we suspect that
Millette has no intention to publish his report. We hope that he will publish because that
would certainly bring attention to the red/gray chip debate, but Millette may not really
want that due to the poor quality of his report. He may also prefer not to bring attention to
the charges of fraud he received for his previous government-sponsored WTC dust
studies. Unfortunately, Kevin Ryan may have been right about Millette’s intention when
he stated that:
What I’ve noticed is that Millette’s approach looks much like that of NIST over the years
– a fishing expedition. That is, NIST spent many years putting out hypotheses in a way
that asked the public: “will you buy this?” NIST then abandoned most of those hyptheses
(e.g. core column shortening, diesel fuel fires) after collecting the public responses. 147

In what has been described by debunkers as “the first truther’s article reacting to Jim
Millette’s study,”148 John-Michael outlines what tests should be done by Millette for his
then still unreleased report, stating that “if all of this is done” then “the original study”
could be “effectively debunked.”149 But it wasn’t. As Zugam concludes, commenting on
Oystein’s blog: “Dear Oystein, if you are going to prove that the chips are [Tnemec]
and/or [LaClede] paints, then you have to demonstrate that samples of these paints
behave in the same way as the red/gray chips when tested.” He goes on to explain that the
samples should ignite and replicate the DSC peaks at about 430°(C), “and leave molten
metal spheres after ignition.” Zugam wraps up the situation by repeating a paraphrased
version of Dr. Jones’ public 2009 challenge to “debunkers”: We cannot seriously
consider the paint hypothesis until someone performs these seemingly easy tests and
publishes the results - and still we wait.150
This is why we are helping to spearhead a fundraising effort for Mark Basile, a
chemical engineer who has already replicated and confirmed the most important results
by Harrit et al. in a separate study of the red/gray chips. Basile has about thirty years of
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experience as a chemical engineer, and even Oystein seems to trust him.151 Basile has not
published peer-reviewed results yet, but he is willing to complete a true replication study
using "an independent lab that has no idea that the dust is from the WTC or from 9/11."
We need your help to cover the cost of the independent lab and the publication of the
paper in a reviewed journal. From Basile’s Proposal of Analytical Work:
- Red/gray chip separation using optical microscopy and magnetic
attraction to assist in isolation of particles of interest.
- Optical images of collected particulates as collected at appropriate
magnifications to record condition as collected.
Sample Analysis:
- SEM/EDX with elemental quantification of red/gray chips, both red and
gray layers.
- FTIR analysis of organic components of red/gray chips, both red and
gray layers.
- ESCA small spot technique with argon ion sputter for depth profiling to
definitively establish the presence of elemental aluminum within the red
layer of the red/gray chips. Scans of gray layer also to be taken to add to
information base.
- DSC analysis of red/gray chips focusing on exothermic/endothermic
reactions near 400 degrees C. Some chips to be scanned in inert
atmosphere and some in air or oxygen containing gas stream.
- SEM/EDX with elemental quantification of residual products of DSC
analysis of red/gray chips.
- Optical images of reaction products after DSC experiments.
Analytical Costs:
The following work is in need of funding to be run at independent
facilities.
- DSC costs are $190 per scan and an estimated 5 to 20 scans are desired,
to look at the following materials in both air and inert atmospheres;
2 samples each of known building primer paint
2 samples each of red chips of suspected primer from building dust
5 sample each of red/gray chips or red layer only from red/gray chips
-ESCA costs are $330 per hour and a total of 4 to 8 hours is desired. This
should allow for evaluation of at least two known thermitic red/gray chips
with some sputtering for depth profile information as well.
This is the definitive study we need to settle this debate, so please donate at
www.MarkBasile.org/donate. [Editor’s note: the funds have been raised since this paper’s
initial publication. See: http://aneta.org/911experiments_com/WTCdust/index.htm.] We
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thank Adam Taylor for providing all the graphs in this paper and the ignition-video
summary in Part III. Scarcity of dust is making it difficult to perform and repeat all the
required tests, so if you know someone who collected some of the dust that covered New
York City after 9/11, please get them in contact with John-Michael Talboo at
jtalboo@ae911truth.org.
www.MarkBasile.org
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